White Cabinets and Gray Countertops: Best Ways to Pair
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Many homeowners opt to install white cabinets because of their clean look and versatile style. White
cabinets can pair well with many different colored countertops. One of the best colors, however, is gray
countertops. This guide will help you determine which gray countertops will pair best with white cabinets.

How Do You Find the Right Material?
Just as there are many different countertop color options that pair well with white cabinets, there are also
many materials to choose from when it comes to the countertops. Several materials will offer you terrific
gray options to select from.
Beyond color, there are some other factors you will need to consider when it comes to finding the right
material:
Finding the Right Material
What style are you going for? A traditional kitchen? A contemporary kitchen?
How important is durability?
What kind of texture are you looking for?

How Do You Find the Right Tone?
If you have already determined that you want gray countertops to pair with the cabinets, you will have to
decide on what shade of gray you like. Gray is an excellent color choice for countertops because it is
considered neutral. It is truly a great fit in any setting. There is a wide range of tones to pick from when
looking at gray countertops. This guide will evaluate lighter gray options, darker gray options and
everything in between.

What Are Some Lighter Gray Options?
A light gray countertop is a great choice to pair with a white kitchen. Although you can opt for a white
countertop that perfectly matches your cabinets, light gray countertops will offer just a little bit of
separation. Below are some of the best lighter gray countertops to pair with white cabinetry.

Aspen White Granite
Aspen White granite is a beautiful gray granite that will wonderfully complement your white cabinetry. This
natural stone is very durable and is an ideal fit for any kitchen design.

Bianco Diamante Granite
Bianco Diamante granite is another great lighter gray colored countertop option. This granite has a gray base
color that is accompanied by speckles of black, gray and white. This stone is an excellent choice for any
white kitchen.

5110 Alpine Mist Caesarstone Quartz
Quartz is an engineered stone that has risen in popularity in recent years. This is due to the material’s
attractive appearance and durable qualities. If you are looking for a lighter gray quartz countertop option to
pair with your white cabinets, this material is an excellent choice.

What Are Some Medium Gray Options?
Perhaps you want something that falls in between the lighter options above and the darker options below.
There are many great medium gray options to choose from. Some of these options are analyzed below.

Carrara Silver Marble
If you want to add a touch of luxury to your space, Carrara Silver marble is a great material to choose. This
stone is sure to be an excellent complement to your white cabinets. Marble countertops are some of the most
desirable features in any home.

Pietra Cardoso Slate
Slate is a great fit for a modern style white kitchen. This particular stone is a blue-gray shade that will look
terrific paired with white cabinets.

What Are Some Darker Gray Options?
A darker gray countertop can beautifully contrast white cabinets. The materials below will be a great fit for
any white kitchen.

Silver Paradiso Granite
If you are looking to add some serious character to your white kitchen, consider Silver Paradiso granite.
With its dark gray background and distinctive white veining, this stone is a wonderful choice to pair with
white cabinets. Add to its beauty the durability that granite countertops provide and you have a countertop
that is truly ideal for any home.

6003 Coastal Grey Caesarstone Quartz
This dark gray quartz features beautiful lighter gray veining. You cannot go wrong installing this material to
contrast your white cabinetry.

River Bed 680 Quantra Quartz

River Bed 680 Quantra quartz resembles granite. Its combined tones of dark gray and black make it the
perfect countertop to complement white kitchen cabinets.

Bardiglio Marble
Bardiglio marble features a stunning combination of dark gray and black that is accompanied by long
dramatic veins. This natural stone will bring an elegant feel to your white kitchen.

Smoke Soapstone
If you are searching for a very dark gray countertop to pair with your white cabinets, Smoke soapstone can
be just what you are looking for. This magnificent stone is very durable and will be a perfect complement to
your kitchen design.

How Else Can You Complement Your White Cabinets?
Beyond installing a countertop, adding in a backsplash can help complement your cabinetry. You can also
consider using the same material for a kitchen island. Using any of the materials above for a backsplash or
island countertop will be a great choice for any white kitchen.
Whether you have rustic, contemporary, shaker or any other style of cabinets, finding the right kitchen
countertops to pair with them can complete the look of the room. When taking on a home remodel, you may
not know which direction you want to go in at first. But there is no need to panic, as you have plenty of
countertop and cabinet options that pair well together.
Choosing the right gray countertops to pair with your white cabinets can make a world of difference for your
kitchen. You will want a countertop that will still leave you satisfied years down the road. No matter what
style kitchen you have, there are several excellent countertop choices. Reviewing this guide can help you
determine what the best gray countertop options are for white cabinets.

